'Words unlock the doors to a world of understanding...'
This Week's Words

Grasshopper:
- treat
- challenge
- fair
- rights
- education

Shinobi:
- unite
- intimidate
- diverse
- tolerant
- inclusive
Word of the Day: treat

Definition:
If you treat someone or something in a particular way, you behave towards them or deal with them in that way.

The head treated everyone to a singing assembly.

Phrases:
treat with care
treat carefully

Synonym:
handle
manage

Antonym:

Rhyme:
beat
heat

Link Word:
fairly
others
Word of the Day: **challenge**

**Definition:**
A challenge is something new and difficult which requires great effort and determination.

The maths lesson was a real **challenge** for everyone.

**Phrases:**
- a great challenge
- challenge accepted

**Synonym:** problem

**Antonym:** test

**Rhyme:**

**Link Word:**
- accepted
- set a
Word of the Day: fair

Definition: Something or someone that is fair is reasonable, right, and just.

Everyone’s playtime was fifteen minutes, which was fair.

Phrases:
- was always fair
- fair to everyone

Synonym: just, equal
Antonym: unfair
Rhyme: air, wear
Link Word: trade, action
**Word of the Day:**

**rights**

**(noun)**

**Definition:**

those things that someone is morally or legally entitled to do or have.

**All of the children had the right to an education.**

**Phrases:**

everyone’s rights were had the right to

**Synonym:**

**Antonym:**

**Rhyme:**

flght

**Link Word:**

to

for
Word of the Day: **education**

**Definition:**

Education involves teaching people various subjects, usually at a school or college, or being taught.

**Children came to school for an education.**

**Phrases:**
- education was important
- education of

**Synonym:**
- teaching

**Antonym:**
- tuition

**Rhyme:**
- population

**Link Word:**
- learn
- school
Word of the Day: **unite**

**Definition:**
If a group of people or things unite or if something unites them, they join together and act as a group.

*Everyone was united against bullying.*

**Phrases:**
- unite to stop
- unite with

**Synonym:** unify
- join

**Antonym:** divide
- split

**Prefix / Suffix:** re-
- -ing

**Rhyme:** write
- night

**Link Word:** together
- against
Word of the Day: **intimidate**  
(in-tim-i-date)  

**Definition:**  
If you intimidate someone, you deliberately make them frightened enough to do what you want them to do.

 иногда, Мистер Робсон мог быть немного **intimidating**.

**Phrases:**  
always intimidated us because  
intimidated me by

**Synonym:**  
frighten  
terrify

**Antonym:**

**Prefix / Suffix:**
-tion  
-ing

**Rhyme:**
irritate  
liquidate

**Link Word:**
behaviour  
person
**Word of the Day:** diverse

**Definition:**
If a group or range of things is diverse, it is made up of a wide variety of things.

St. Jeremy’s taught a diverse selection of subjects.

**Phrases:**
- was diverse because
- the diverse school

**Synonym:** various
**Antonym:** similar
**Prefix / Suffix:** -ity
**Rhyme:** worse
**Link Word:** place

**Pronunciation / Syllables:** (di-verse)
Word of the Day: tolerant

Definition:
If you describe someone as tolerant, you approve of the fact that they allow other people to say and do as they like, even if they do not agree with or like it.

Chloe was very tolerant of her little brother.

Phrases:
- was tolerant of
- had to tolerate

Synonym:
- open minded

Antonym:
- intolerant

Prefix / Suffix:
- -ance
- -ate

Rhyme:
- dominant

Link Word:
- person
- attitude
Word of the Day: inclusive

Definition:
If you describe a group or organisation as inclusive, you mean that it allows all kinds of people to belong to it, rather than just one kind of person.

Mrs Jones made sure her classroom was an inclusive place.

Phrases:
- inclusive of
- the inclusive school

Synonym: overall
Antonym: exclusive
Prefix / Suffix: -ly
Rhyme: elusive
Link Word: school

overall
exclusive
-ly
eclusive
school